Call and Guidelines for Stalls at
Johannesburg People’s Pride
(JHBPP) - 5 Oct 2013
Who is Johannesburg People’s Pride?
Johannesburg Peoples Pride (herein referred to as JHBPP) is a political movement for social
justice and social change consisting of people from suburbs and townships, queer and nonqueer, workers and unemployed people, black and non-black, disabled and able-bodied
activist, feminists, conscious and interested people. We come from economically advantaged
and disadvantaged backgrounds, with multiple interests and visions, but with the single
purpose of reclaiming our pride and return it to the people. JHBPP’s aim is to make Pride a
space that all can access, where all can be free and where every voice is heard. Flowing from
the spirit within the movement and guided by the principles in the Manifesto (See attached.)
JHBPP, in partnership with Constitution Hill, will be hosting a march for Freedom and Justice
on the 5th October 2013.
What does our platform offer?
LGBTIAQ people and communities are often a difficult group to reach using conventional
organising strategies. The JHBPP is an opportunity for all to reach out to each other and for
interested parties to interact with these communities. Pursuant to this, organisations may
wish to be involved with or appear at JHBPP for many reasons including:
 LGBTIAQ specific organising spaces and all other partners and allies may wish to
educate, and provide knowledge relating to their activities and services, and may wish
to recruit volunteers;
 Statutory bodies may wish to promote the services they offer to LGBTIAQ people;
 Health service providers can provide direct and targeted information;
 Grant-makers who support the work of like-minded communities of practice can
showcase their work and acquaint themselves with new partners and friends;
 For individuals it is an opportunity to showcase their creative talents by displaying
their wares.

How can you participate?
If you wish to participate and secure a stall, you should carefully consider the following:
 How many people you need?
 Consider a mechanism to capture contact details of the people you interact with.
JHBPP commit to provide the following:
 A table
 2 chairs
 Traffic of eager minds open to learning and sharing in your work
The movement would also encourage all to distribute all material that they believe to be
suitable for that space. We encourage that all material echo the spirit of the anti-racist, anticapitalist, anti-sexist and anti-ableist space that we are all co-creating.
Should you wish to have a stall, please send your:
 Completed registration form; and
 Any additional information and/or requests outlining your needs
to jhbpeoplespride@gmail.com by Wednesday 02 October 2013.
Space is made available for FREE provided all registration forms are completed and
submitted in time.
Donations
JHBPP currently remains unfunded and relies on the donations of members of the movement
and friends who share in its vision.
There are a number of significant costs that we still need to cover which include, but are not
limited to:
 Transportation costs in order to include people from Ekurhuleni, Sedibeng Tshwane
and other municipal jurisdictions outside of the City of Johannesburg;
 Covering the costs of sign language interpreters;
 Financing the costs of protest and celebration materials including:
o Placards;
o Site-specific installations along the route;
o Paints etc.
Every donation will help towards making Johannesburg People’s Pride a success.

You can make your donations to:
Bank
Name of account
Branch Code
Type of Account
Account Number

: Capitec Bank
: SJ Phamodi
: 470010
: Global One
: 1357860917

Referencing who we are receiving the donation from.
We look forward to seeing you at the first Johannesburg People’s Pride!
In Solidarity,
The JHBPP Working Group

